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AUTOMATED ANALYSIS OF PEDESTRIAN-VEHICLE CONFLICTS
USING VIDEO DATA
ABSTRACT
Pedestrians are vulnerable road users, and despite their limited representation in traffic events, pedestrianinvolved injuries and fatalities are overrepresented in traffic collisions. However, little is known about
pedestrian exposure to the risk of collision, especially when compared to the amount of knowledge
available for motorized traffic. More data and analysis is therefore required to understand the processes
that involve pedestrians in collisions. Collision statistics alone are inadequate for the study of pedestrianvehicle collisions because of data quantity and quality issues. Surrogate safety measures, as provided by
the collection and study of traffic conflicts, were developed as a proactive complementary approach to
offer more in-depth safety analysis. However, high costs and reliability issues have inhibited the extensive
application of traffic conflict analysis. This paper presents an automated video analysis system that can:
1) detect and track road users in a traffic scene, and classify them as pedestrian and motorized road users;
2) identify important events that may lead to collisions; 3) calculate several severity conflict indicators.
The system seeks to classify important events and conflicts automatically, but can also be used to
summarize large amounts of data that can be further reviewed by safety experts. The functionality of the
system is demonstrated on a video dataset collected over two days at an intersection in Downtown
Vancouver, British Columbia. Four conflict indicators are automatically computed for all pedestrianvehicle events and provide detailed insight in the conflict process. Simple detection rules on the indicators
are tested to classify traffic events. This study is unique in its attempt to extract conflict indicators from
video sequences in a fully automated way.
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INTRODUCTION
There is a growing movement toward emphasizing sustainability into the transportation system
by promoting public transit and improving the traffic conditions for non-motorized modes of
transport. Walking is a key non-motorized mode of transport that connects different components
of a multimodal transport network and interfaces with external activity areas (land use). Building
safe and walking-friendly pedestrian facilities is fundamental to encouraging and
accommodating walking activities. For example most modern municipalities are required to have
in place official community plans (OCP) to manage growth and many, if not most, of them
contain policies that promote pedestrian activities. Furthermore, on February 4, 2008, U.S.
Secretary of Transportation announced a $68 billion budget for the U.S. Department of
Transportation’s 2009 fiscal year which highlighted funds for safety programs that focus on
problem areas such as pedestrian injuries.
The study of pedestrian safety focuses on the interaction between pedestrians and other
motorized and non-motorized traffic, as well as the conformity to traffic control regulations.
Traffic safety analysis has traditionally relied on historical collision data. However, there are
some shortcomings to this approach:
1. Traffic collisions are rare and highly random events that usually require extended
observation times, usually in the order of years, and sophisticated statistical techniques.
As well, many extraneous factors can change during the observation period, further
complicating the analysis.
2. Collision-based safety analysis is a reactive approach, which means that a significant
number of collisions has to be recorded before action is taken.
3. There are well-known concerns with the quantity and quality of collision data (1).
Collision data reporting is often incomplete and biased toward highly damaging
collisions. Collision auditing is conducted after collision occurrence, at which time the
causes, specific location, and behavioral aspects of the event are subject to judgment – if
ever reported.
These shortcomings of using collision data for pedestrian safety analysis are even more acute.
For example, collisions involving pedestrians are less frequent than other collision types.
Pedestrian-involved collisions accounted from 1992 to 2001 for 3.6% of the total number of
collisions in British Columbia (2) and 2.4% in Canada (3). In addition, pedestrian traffic volumes
are less readily available than motorized traffic volumes due to the difficulties of collecting
pedestrian data. The identification of pedestrian exposure to the risk of collision is therefore
difficult. Pedestrians, being vulnerable road users, when involved in collisions, have
considerably higher chances of being severely injured, with little chance of the collision being
classified as property-damage-only. From 1992 to 2001, pedestrians accounted for 14.8% of
traffic collision victims (i.e. injured or killed) in British Columbia and 15.2% in Canada.
The use of surrogate safety measures has been advocated as a complementary approach
to address these issues and to offer more in depth analysis than relying on accidents statistics
alone. One of the most developed methods relies on traffic conflict analysis (4) (5) (6). Traffic
Conflict Techniques (TCTs) involve observing and evaluating the frequency and severity of
traffic conflicts at an intersection by a team of trained observers. The concept was first proposed
by Perkins and Harris in 1967 (7). A traffic conflict takes place when “two or more road users
approach each other in space and time to such an extent that a collision is imminent if their
movements remain unchanged” (8). Traffic conflicts are more frequent than traffic collisions.
The “safety-relatedness” of traffic conflicts (9), i.e. their relationship to collisions, must be
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established to use traffic conflicts as surrogates to collisions for safety analysis. A common
theoretical framework ranks all traffic interactions by their severity in a hierarchy, with collisions
at the top and undisturbed passages at the bottom (1).
TCTs were shown to produce estimates of average accident frequency that are
comparable to accident-based analysis (10). Traffic conflicts are manually collected by a team of
trained observers, either on site or offline through recorded videos. Despite the considerable
effort that is put into the development of training methods and the validation of the observers’
judgment, such data collection is subject to intra- and inter-observer variability. This can
compromise the reliability and repeatability of traffic conflict data collection. In addition, the
training and employment of human observers makes traffic conflict studies costly. In a recent
study (11), the effort for extracting pedestrian and motorist data from videos was deemed
“immense”. This type of data is not only difficult to collect, but also its usefulness is subject to
the level of accuracy and precision of the collection process.
Due to the issues and limitations of manual data collection, a growing trend of the use of
automated data collection systems has caught on in the field of transportation engineering. In
particular, automated video analysis has attracted considerable interest, as video sensors are now
widely available (traffic cameras are already installed on many roadways) and inexpensive (1).
Previous work on the automated analysis of video data in transportation has mainly
focused on vehicular traffic, e.g. (12) (13). This reflects the fact that the automated detection and
tracking of pedestrians in video data is still a distinctively difficult problem. Specific problems
for pedestrians arise from their complex movement dynamics and groupings, varied appearance,
non-rigid nature, and the generally less organized nature of pedestrian traffic as compared to
vehicular traffic that are subject to standard “rules of the road” and lane discipline.
This work strives to address some of the previous shortcomings and research
recommendations. This paper discusses the development and testing of an automated videoanalysis system that seeks to satisfy the following objectives:
1. Detect and track road users in a traffic scene, and classify them into pedestrian and
motorized traffic.
2. Identify important events in a video sequence. The definition of an important event in
this study is “any event that involves a crossing pedestrian and a conflicting vehicle in
which there exists a conceivable chain of events that could lead to a collision between
these road users”. To be conceivable, a reasonable chain of events leading to a collision
should be considered. The actual quantitative interpretation of this general definition is
given in the experimental study.
3. Report objective measures of severity indicators for all events.
The system can either work completely automatically, or be used to assist human experts by
sifting through large amounts of video data and identifying the important events that deserve
further investigation. The system was tested on video data recorded for two days at a location in
the Downtown area of Vancouver, British Columbia. The task of calculating traffic conflict
indicators for each event that involved a pedestrian-vehicle interaction was performed in a fully
automated way. To the authors’ knowledge, little similar work (if any) exists in the automated
collection and analysis of pedestrian-vehicle conflicts.
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PREVIOUS WORK
Pedestrian-vehicle conflicts
Cynecki (9) described a conflict analysis technique for pedestrian crossings, citing fundamental
differences between vehicle-vehicle and pedestrian-vehicle conflicts, and indicating desirable
characteristics to conduct a conflict study. Two of these characteristics, repeatability and
practicability of traffic conflict studies, can greatly benefit from automated video analysis, which
offers a cost-efficient and objective means for traffic conflict analysis. In subsequent bodies of
work, several studies adopted traffic conflict analysis to study the level of safety of pedestrian
crossings, e.g. (14-23). While the majority of past work was based on observer-based traffic
conflict analysis, few studies, e.g. (20), developed a relationship between conflict indicators and
automatically measured parameters, such as motorist deceleration rate. In a recent study (24), an
automated analysis of video data was performed to investigate the interactions between
pedestrians and vehicles at roundabout approaches.
Severity conflict indicators
Various conflict indicators have been developed to measure the severity of an interaction by
quantifying the spatial and temporal proximity of two or more road users. The main advantage of
conflict indicators is their ability to capture the severity of an interaction in an objective and
quantitative way. Concerns however remain regarding the lack of a consistent and accurate
definition of conflict indicators (25). Conflict indicators developed in the literature are capable of
capturing and connoting different proximal, situational, and behavioral aspects of traffic
conflicts. Each indicator however possesses drawbacks that limit their ability to measure the
severity of recognized traffic events. For a review of conflict indicators and their relative
advantages and limitations, the readers are referred to (26).
Pedestrian detection and tracking
To study pedestrian-vehicle conflicts, all road users must be detected, tracked from one video
frame to the next, and classified by type, at least as pedestrians and motorized road users. This is
a challenging task in busy open outdoor urban environments. In addition to specific problems
when tracking pedestrians, common problems are global illumination variations, multiple object
tracking, and shadow handling. For a good illustration of the challenges and techniques, the
readers are referred to (27), although it is geared towards the study of human motion at a finer
scale than this study requires. In (27), the different approaches are classified into:
 Tracking by detection: detection of objects is done using background modeling and
subtraction with the current image (24) (28) (29) (30), or deformable templates, i.e. a
model of image appearance using color distribution, edge characteristics, and texture.
Image classifiers can be trained on labeled data to detect pedestrians (31). In many cases,
especially if the objects are well separated, this approach works well.
 Tracking using flow: selecting good “interest points” and features, and matching them
between successive images provide feature tracks that can be clustered into object
trajectories. This approach is also called feature-based tracking and has been applied to
traffic monitoring in (32) (33), and pedestrian counting in (34).
 Tracking with probability: it is convenient to see tracking as a probabilistic inference
problem in a Bayesian tracking framework. In simple cases, independent Kalman filters
can be run successfully for each target (Extended Kalman Filters are used for individuals
and groups of pedestrians in (35)), but will fail in scenes where the objects interact and
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occlude each other. This is called the “data association problem” and can be addressed
using particle filters and Markov chain Monte Carlo methods for sampling.
Although great progress has been made in recent years, the tracking performance of the various
systems is difficult to report and compare, especially when many of these systems are not
publicly available or their details disclosed, and when benchmarks are rare and not
systematically used. Tracking pedestrians and mixed traffic in crowded scenes is still an open
problem. To the authors’ knowledge, no attempt has yet been made to develop a fully functional
video-based pedestrian conflict analysis system. The collected datasets are typically small, and in
some cases, e.g. (24), require significant manual input to correct the automated results and
supplement with additional data.
VIDEO-BASED SYSTEM FOR AUTOMATED PEDESTRIAN CONFLICT ANALYSIS
This Section describes the development of a video-based system for the automated analysis of
pedestrian conflicts. The system has 5 basic components (Figure 1): 1) video pre-processing; 2)
feature processing; 3) grouping; 4) high-level object processing; and 5) information extraction.
Furthermore, the steps required in preparing the system for use, are discussed in brief.
Camera Calibration
The main purpose of camera calibration is to establish a set of camera parameters in order to find
a relationship between world coordinates and image plane coordinates. The inverse
transformation that recovers world coordinates of objects in the video images can be obtained
from the camera parameters. Camera parameters are classified into extrinsic and intrinsic
parameters. Extrinsic camera parameters specify the translation and rotation of the camera’s
coordinates relative to world coordinates. Intrinsic parameters are required to establish a
perspective projection of objects defined in the camera’s coordinates onto the image plane. Both
sets of parameters can be obtained by minimizing the difference between the projection of
geometric entities, e.g. points and lines, onto world or image plane spaces, and the actual
measurements of these entities in projection space. The mapping from homogeneous world
coordinates P to homogeneous image plane coordinates p can be described as follows:
P = A [R|t] P
(1)
where A, R and t are the intrinsic projection, rotation and translation matrices respectively.
The calibration data used in this study was composed of a set of 22 points selected from
salient features in the monitored traffic scene that appear in the video image, as shown in Figure
2(a) and (b). The world coordinates of the calibration points were collected from an orthographic
image of the location obtained from Google Maps (36). The intrinsic parameter considered in
this study is the camera focal length. The mapping in Equation (1) imposes a reduction in
dimensionality due to the projection onto a plane. The inverse projection is defined only if one of
the world coordinates, or a relationship thereof, is known. In our application, image plane
coordinates are re-projected onto the road surface, i.e. the plane Z=0.
The optimization algorithm used in finding the optimal set of parameters is the NelderMead simplex method available in the Matlab Optimization Toolbox (37). An initial estimate for
the camera position was obtained using an approximate position for the camera set-up location
and the rotation angles using an orthographic satellite image that contains the camera set-up
location and the monitored traffic scene.
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The calibration accuracy obtained by applying the previous procedure to a Vancouver
intersection (as will be described later in the subsequent section) was satisfactory. The average
percentage error in coordinate estimates was less than 1%. The camera calibration problem faced
in this study was relatively simple due to the abundance of lane marking features that appear in
the orthographic image of the traffic scene.
Figure 3 shows the projection of a sample of pedestrian tracks on an orthographic satellite
image of the traffic scene. Similar studies in the literature used artificial construction of an
orthographic image using video image rectification e.g. (38). The approach followed in this study
by projecting the video data on an independent site map proved helpful in visually verifying the
accuracy of the resulting projection - especially with the difficulties faced in obtaining
calibration data. In addition, it was possible to collate pedestrian tracks obtained from different
camera settings into a single site map, whereas video image rectification produces a settingdependent site map.
Video Formatting
Depending on the video source, it may be necessary to encode the video in a suitable format for
later processing, as well as correct recording artifacts such as interlacing. For this study, a digital
video recorder was used that encoded video to a suitable AVI format.
Feature Tracking and Grouping
A feature-based tracking system was initially developed for vehicle detection and tracking as
part of a larger system for automated road safety analysis (33)(39). Feature-based tracking is
preferred because it can handle partial occlusion. The tracking of features is done through the
well known Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi feature tracker (40). Stationary features and features with
unrealistic motion are filtered out, and new features are generated to track objects entering the
field of view. Since a moving object can have multiple features, the next step is to group the
features, i.e. deciding what set of features belongs to the same object, using cues like spatial
proximity and common motion. The grouping method described in (41) was extended to handle
intersections (33). A graph connecting features is constructed over time. Two parameters are
crucial for the success of the method: the connection distance Dconnection, i.e. the maximum
distance between two features for their connection, and the segmentation distance Dsegmentation, i.e.
the maximum difference between the minimum and maximum distance between two features.
The tracking accuracy for motor vehicles was measured to be between 84.7% and 94.4% on
three different sets of sequences (33). This means that most trajectories are detected by the
system, although over-grouping and over-segmentation can still occur.
High-level Object Processing
Difficulties occur in scenes where the traffic is mixed and the road users have very different
sizes, e.g. vehicles and pedestrians, and the connection and segmentation distances can only be
adjusted for one type of road user. To address this issue, the original system has been extended
by identifying the types of the road users. The parameters are adjusted for pedestrians, and
consequently the motorized vehicles are over-segmented. Once the groups of features belonging
to motorized vehicles are identified, the feature are processed a second time by the grouping
algorithm using larger connection and segmentation distances.
In the current system, a simple test using a threshold on the maximum speed of each road
user is sufficient to discriminate between pedestrians and motorized road users in most cases.
This test will typically classify bicyclists as motorized road users, which may lead to consider
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pedestrian-vehicle conflicts that are in fact pedestrian-bicyclist conflicts. Road user classification
will be improved in the future by using object classifiers based on background subtraction and
image appearance (31).
System Operator and User
The point of an automated system is to minimize user input, especially to eliminate the need for
continuous supervising. Global optimization methods to adjust parameters are still lacking, as
performance is difficult to evaluate completely automatically. The role of the system operator is
therefore to find good parameter values by trial and error, and by visual inspection of the results.
Since the world coordinates are recovered, the parameters can be used unchanged in various
scenes. The system was developed in an open manner in order to provide data for analysis and
visualization purposes. The results are currently stored in plain text files, but could also be stored
in a database, and can be mined for the needs of the end user.
DATA COLLECTION AND APPLICATION
The system was tested on traffic video recorded for two days during daytime at a crosswalk in
Downtown Vancouver. The objective of the case study is to assess the capability to identify
instances of important events, and to calculate severity conflict indicators for each of these
events.
Site Description and Data Collection
The study area is the intersection between Pender St. and W. Georgia St. in the Downtown area
of Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. The main interacting movements are pedestrian
crossing and left-turn vehicles. Left-turn traffic at signalized intersections poses a particularly
increased risk of collision for pedestrians (see the relevant references in (14)). Furthermore, this
intersection is unique in that it is a skewed intersection within a corridor grid of streets all
containing right-angle intersections. Hence, there is a high possibility of observing an adequate
number of important interactions between pedestrians and motorists that involve a risk of
collision. In this study, important events occurred when a pedestrian and a vehicle co-existed
inside the monitored crosswalk.
A video camera was set on the 6th floor of a building that overlooks the intersection and
aimed towards the west. Video recording was conducted for a total of 20 hours over two business
days. Approximately, a total of 7000 left-turning vehicles and 2100 pedestrians were observed.
These volume estimates are derived from the automated video analysis.
Calculation of Conflict Indicators
The system detects all events constituted by the pairs of pedestrians and vehicles that are in the
traffic scene simultaneously. Among these events, this study is interested in important events as
defined in the introduction, and traffic conflicts, which are a subset of important events. The
complement of important events over the space of all traffic events are defined as undisturbed
passages.
In order to compensate for the limitations of individual conflict indicators, four conflict
indicators were calculated in this study. One of the most widely used conflict indicators is Timeto-Collision (TTC). TTC is defined as “…the time that remains until a collision between two
vehicles would have occurred if the collision course and speed difference are maintained.” (42).
An accurate estimation of TTC however requires considerable field measurement of road user
positions, speed and direction of movement. This work relies on the traditional operational
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definition of a collision course, extrapolating the road users’ movements with constant velocity
(used in (1) for example). This hypothesis is however simple and may lead to unrealistic
collision-course estimates as will be discussed later.
Other conflict indicators are used to capture different proximity aspects. PostEncroachment Time (PET) suggested by Cooper (43) is the time difference between the moment
an offending road user leaves an area of potential collision and the moment of arrival of a
conflicted road user possessing the right of way. Gap time (GT) is a variation on PET that is
calculated at each instant by projecting the movement of the interacting road users in space and
time (26). Deceleration-to-Safety Time (DST) is defined as the necessary deceleration to reach a
non-negative PET value if the movements of the conflicting road users remain unchanged (44).
Allen et al. (45) ranked GT, PET and Deceleration Rate as the primary measures for left-turn
conflicts. DST was selected since it captures greater details of the traffic event. TTC was
selected since it is the primary traffic conflict indicator in the literature. The values of conflict
indicators used in event detection are the minimum TTC, the minimum GT, the maximum DST
and PET. Figure 4 shows sequences of severity conflict indicators calculated for a traffic conflict
event. Appendix 1 shows the description of the method used in this study to calculate these
severity indicators in algorithmic form.
Validation
Various manually designed detection conditions defined over the composite values of the
severity conflict indicators are used to identify automatically important events. These results are
compared on a sample of events manually classified by a human observer, using the definition of
important events given in this paper and the US FHWA observer’s guide (45). The pre-condition
for an important event to occur in this study is that a left turning vehicle enters the monitored
crosswalk in the presence of a pedestrian or a group of pedestrians already in the crosswalk.
Excluded were the events that involved the following unlikely chain of events: a vehicle
reverting its travel direction, a pedestrian changing movement from walking to running (> 3.5
m/s), and a collision involving pedestrians standing beyond the curb line.
Sources of mismatch that can lead to inaccurate indicator values and misclassifications of
traffic events are:
1. Errors in pedestrian and vehicle detections. These errors include: noise in tracked object
position that could lead to unrealistic extrapolation of a road user’s position, multiple
detection of the same road user, lost detections of a road user, appearing or disappearing
during a traffic event.
2. Incapability of the used conflict indicators to measure the level of severity of a traffic
event.
While in some cases, it was evident why the erroneous classification of the traffic event took
place, it was difficult in other cases to explicate the error source. In order to follow an objective
evaluation, the overall performance of the system was considered with respect to detecting and
tracking road users, as well as making judicious use of the severity information measured by the
conflict indicators.
In this study, the detection conditions used for identifying conflicts and important events
are defined by scaling serious conflict threshold values that delimit serious conflicts from other
traffic events by a severity factor. Table 1 shows the details of the detection conditions and the
summary of detection results for various severity factor values. The total number of conflict
events in the analyzed video sequence is 17. The number of traffic conflicts considers the actual
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number of pedestrians involved, e.g. a conflict involving a vehicle and two pedestrians is
counted as two conflicts.
Only PET may allow detecting important events as well as conflicts separately from the
other indicators. This is consistent with a study in the literature that used PET for conflict
detection (20). Other conflict indicators however could not solely detect an adequate percentage
of important events and traffic conflicts. A combination of the four conflict indicators could
enable the system to automatically capture 89.5% of the conflicts and 71.7% of important events
while however detecting 54.5% of undisturbed passage events as important events.
DISCUSSION
One of the functional purposes of the developed system described in this paper is to
automatically identify important pedestrian-vehicle events, including conflicts, and relay their
record to a human observer for further examination. Combining information from four conflict
indicators proved successful in reporting the majority of conflicts identified by a human
observer. Figure 5 shows sample frames of important events automatically detected by the
system.
The capability of each conflict indicator to characterize important events was compared
to manually annotated events in the dataset. As shown in Table 1, none of the conflict indicators
was solely capable of capturing important events. The following limitations of the selected
conflict indicators were identified in this study:
1. A prerequisite for TTC is also the existence of road users on a collision-course, that is
vehicles will collide if their “movements remain unchanged” (1). The existence of a
collision-course is not however a necessary condition for capturing “dangerous
proximity.” Some dangerous interactions could not be captured by TTC because the
involved road users were not on a collision-course. A typical case occurs when a
motorist passes behind a pedestrian at a perilously close distance. A perturbation
however of the speed or direction of movement of the motorist, or slight delay on the
part of the pedestrian, could potentially create a collision-course.
2. The extrapolation of road users’ movements with constant speed and direction could
lead to erroneously small values of TTC and DST. Figure 6 shows the distribution of
calculable values of min TTC in conflicts and regular events. It is observable that while
TTC can function as a severity measure, it overestimates the actual conflict severity in
many events. A typical situation occurs when a pedestrian is considered on a collision
course with turning vehicles of which the velocity vector happens to point at the
pedestrian. However, this method of road users’ movement extrapolation is widely used
in the literature.
3. PET was the most reliable parameter for detecting important events. Despite its simple
definition, PET has inherent drawbacks in its ability to accurately capture conflict
severity. Events in the video sequence in which motorists decelerated to near-stop to
avoid collision usually have PET values that do not reflect the true severity of the
event.
A potential improvement to current conflict indicators is to consider the continuum of all
possible actions by road users in a probabilistic framework. Recent work discussed the
representation of conflicts and collision in a single theoretical framework that considers the
different possibilities of evasive actions (47). The establishment of the distribution of possible
movements requires a data-intensive study of behavioral and situational aspects of road users
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during normal driving conditions as well as traffic conflicts. The video analysis system presented
in this paper has been used to demonstrate this approach, extracting the typical motion patterns
of road users to compute the collision probability of any pair of interacting road users (48).
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents an automated system and methodology that furthers the development of
previous work on video analysis to capture the movements of pedestrians at crossing locations.
The movement paths of pedestrians and transversal trajectories of vehicles were analyzed and a
group of conflict indicators were calculated for each pedestrian-vehicle interaction. The system
provides the ability to automatically calculate conflict indicators and report important
interactions to a human observer for further examination of traffic interactions. The quality of
four conflict indicators, Time-to-Collision, Post-Encroachment Time, Gap Time, and
Deceleration-to-Safety Time, were assessed in regard to their ability to comprehend the severity
of traffic conflicts. None of the conflict indicators were capable of capturing all dangerous
interactions between road users alone. However, a combination of the four indicators proved
useful in the identification of important events and traffic conflicts. A planned continuation of
this work involves the collection of additional video data at traffic intersections with high
pedestrian-involved collision hazard potential. Future work also includes testing, as well as
improving, the system’s accuracy to detect and track road users in more crowded traffic scenes.
As evidenced in this study, there is a need to develop safety measures that address the limitations
of current conflict indicators, and draw on the extensive movement data made available by
automated methods, such as the automated video analysis system described herein.
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TABLE 1 Summary of Validation Results
Percentage of each event types correctly identified by the system

Percentage of
undisturbed passage
falsely identified by
the system as
important events

Identification
Conditions1

Traffic Conflict2

Important Events3

Uninterrupted
Passages

aTTC = 1

5.3

4.3

93.2

6.8

aTTC = 2

31.6
36.8
0.0
5.3
47.4
21.1
26.3
42.1
5.3
10.5
89.5
21.1

23.9
39.1
0.0
3.3
51.1
27.2
32.6
41.3
0.0
2.2
42.4
28.3

87.2
66.0
100.0
96.6
63.0
80.4
75.7
66.0
99.6
98.3
88.5
74.5

12.8
34.0
0.0
3.4
37.0
19.6
24.3
34.0
0.4
1.7
11.5
25.5

aTTC = 5
aDST = 1
aDST = 2
aDST = 5
aGT = 1
aGT = 2
aGT = 5
aPET = 1
aPET = 2

aPET = 5
aPET = 1 OR aGT = 1 OR
aDST = 1 OR aTTC = 1
aPET = 2 OR aGT = 2 OR
36.8
43.5
67.2
32.8
aDST = 2 OR aTTC = 2
aPET = 5 OR aGT = 5 OR
89.5
71.7
45.5
54.5
aDST = 5 OR aTTC = 5
1The thresholds of the identification definitions are determined by scaling the serious conflict threshold on each severity
indicators by a severity factor aX, where the subscript X refers to the concerned conflict severity indicator. The following
typical severity thresholds are taken from the literature: 1.5 s, 3 m/s2, 1s, and 1s, for TTC, DST, PET, and GT respectively. For
TTC (and similarly for PET and GT), all events that involved TTC < 1.5 x aTTC are detected as important events. For DST, all
events that involved DST < 1.5 / aDST are detected as important events. Thus defined, higher severity factors would cover
events with lower conflict severity. Increasing the factors lead to a higher chance of detecting conflicts at the expense of
misclassifying undisturbed passages as important events. If a severity factor is not mentioned for a indicator, it means that it is
not used in the condition.
2 Observer-based conflict identification was performed according to the US FHWA Observer Manual (44).
3 The definition of an important interaction is an event that involves a crossing pedestrian and a conflicting vehicle in which
there exists a conceivable chain of events that could lead to a collision between these road users. The pre-condition for an
important event to occur in this study is that a left turning vehicle enters the monitored crosswalk in the presence of a
pedestrian or a group of pedestrians already in the crosswalk. Excluded were the events that involved the following unlikely
chain of events: a vehicle reverting its travel direction, a pedestrian changing movement from walking to running (> 3.5 m/s),
and a collision involving pedestrians standing beyond the curb line.
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FIGURE 1 Layout of the pedestrian detection and tracking system. The figure shows the five main layers the make up the
system. Depicted also is the data flow among system modules from low-level video data to a position database of detected,
tracked, and classified road users.
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FIGURE 2 The 22 points used to estimate the camera calibration are displayed on a video
frame (figure a) and on an orthographic satellite image of the traffic scene (figure b).
Bulleted points (●) are manually annotated and x-shaped points (x) are projections of
annotated points using the calculated camera parameters.
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FIGURE 3 A sample of pedestrian tracks is projected on an orthographic satellite image of the
traffic scene. Vehicle tracks are depicted in red and pedestrian tracks are in black.
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FIGURE 4 Conflict indicators for a sample traffic event. The left figure describes the traffic event shown in figure 5 (a). The right figure
describes the traffic event shown in figure 5 (b).
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FIGURE 5 Sample of automatically detected important events with the road users’ trajectories.
The numbers under each image are respectively the min TTC (seconds), PET (seconds), maximum
DST (m/s2), and min GT (s). In the images, the road user speed is indicated in m/s.
a)

b)

2.43 | 3.63 | 2.34 | -2.47
d)

2.03 | 2.80 | 3.34 | 0.03

c)

1.93 | 2.13 | 1.98 | -4.17
e)

1.27 | 3.17 | 2.83 | 0.30
f)

1.70 | 4.00 | 1.78 | 0.57

5.73 | 3.87 | 2.38 | 0.77
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FIGURE 6 Distribution of the minimum Time-to-Collision (seconds) respectively for all events for
which it could be computed (top) and for all manually annotated important events (bottom).
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APPENDIX 1
Algorithm 1: Algorithm for calculating conflict indicators for a pedestrian-vehicle event
Definitions: 1) A generic position function F : N   2 returns the world-space position of a
road user (x,y) at time instant t such that F(t)  (x,y) .
2) A generic velocity function F : N   2 returns the velocity components of a
road user (x,y) at time instant t such that F(t)  (x,y ) .
3) A generic position extrapolation function E : N   2  2  2 returns the
position at time t  t of a road user with current position (x,y) and velocity (x,y)
at time t, E(t , x, y)  (x,y)  (x,y)  t
Input: Let P : N   2 be the pedestrian position function, defined for t  [t p1 , t p 2 ]
Let H f 1 , H f 2 , H r1 and H r 2 be the position functions of the vehicle front and rear corners
respectively, that are all defined for t  [t v1 , t v 2 ]
Let P and H be the pedestrian and vehicle velocity functions, respectively
1Let W be the segment demarcating the crosswalk that is furthest from the vehicle
Let c1  0.25 m / s be a speed threshold and te  10 s be the maximum extrapolation
time.
Output: Time series of TTC, DST, and GT, and the PET
begin
for each pair consisting of a pedestrian and a vehicle whose observed trajectories
intersect at a point P0
Let T0 be the times at which each road users occupies P0
Find the times T1 at which the observed vehicle rear corner positions H r1 , H r 2
intersect W
PET=max T1 -min T0
for each t  [max( t p , tv ), min( t p , tv )] such that P (t )  c AND H (t )  c
1

1

2

2

1

1

Find the intersection points P2 between the extrapolated positions of the
pedestrian {E(t,P(t)) | 0  t  te } and of the vehicle front corners
{E(te ,H f (t)) | 0  t  te } for f  { f1 , f 2 }
Find the intersection points P3 between the extrapolated positions of the
vehicle rear corners {E(te ,H r(t)) | 0  t  te } for r  {r1 , r2 } and W
2-

Find the times T2 and T3 at which each road user occupies the intersection
points in P2 and P3
Calculate t =TTC(t) such that E(t,P(t))lies inside the extrapolated
positions of the vehicle outline
Calculate GT(t)=min T2 -max T3
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max T2 - t  

H (t )  max pP2 P(t )  p

max T2 - t 2

if the pedestrian leaves the conflict area before the vehicle then
Recalculate GT(t) and PET such that it is the time between the
instant a pedestrian clears the conflict area and the instant of
arrival of the front of the conflicting vehicle arrival.
Notes:
1- This definition of a “conflict area” is adopted from Lord (14)
2- Several algorithmic details were implemented to deal with tracking errors, e.g. tracked
objects that are detected or lost during the traffic event. Details are omitted for brevity.

